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Reese Witherspoon were spotted deep into the early stages of their new film "Runner Runner"
together in California... we got more than 1 look at the big screen version of "Boogie Nights"... at the
moment, the couple is apparently shooting a couple romantic scenes in a lush California forest.
Sources tell TMZ... Reese was spotted wearing a white "Boogie Nights" type sweater by
Bluefly.com... and Mark was wearing a fitted blue sweater, which is what Dereon, the director of
"Boogie Nights," was wearing in the original movie. Mark and Reese are both making their first
movie together... the film is about a suburban couple who travel to Italy to have an affair with an
Italian woman... after their kids find out. The film is actually based on a play they're producing. Mark
had originally financed the movie and then transferred it to Reese's production company, Reese
Witherspoon Presents, and it's expected to get made in the late spring or early summer.[The power
of voluntary choice: influence of hormones on sensitivity to reward and punishment in rats]. In the
present experiments on male and female rats the influence of hormonal status on instrumental
learning was tested. It was found that males that had been castrated, on the other hand, did not
show changes in their performance in the operant conditioned avoidance task when contrasted with
normal controls. No significant difference was, however, found between castrated and normal males
in sensitivity to reward, i.e. the rate of trials in which the association between an instrumental
response
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